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Foreword

Over the last few years the mine action community has taken major steps
towards professionalising its mine risk education (MRE) projects and programmes.
A central element in that process has been the development of international
standards for MRE by UNICEF, within the framework of the International Mine
Action Standards (IMAS), maintained by the United Nations Mine Action Service
(UNMAS). In October 2003, UNICEF completed seven MRE standards, which
were formally adopted as IMAS in June 2004.

The MRE component of the IMAS outlines minimum standards for the
planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluation of MRE programmes and
projects. The IMAS are largely prescriptive, advising operators, mine action
centres, national authorities and donors on what is necessary for the development
and implementation of effective MRE programmes. They do not, however, guide
stakeholders on how they might adapt their programmes and projects to be more
compliant with the standards.

To facilitate the implementation of the MRE standards in the field, UNICEF
entered into a partnership with the Geneva International Centre for International
Demining (GICHD) to develop this series of Best Practice Guidebooks to provide
more practical advice on how to implement the MRE standards. A total of 12
Guidebooks have been developed, using expertise from a variety of different
people, countries and contexts. The Guidebooks address a wide range of areas
covered by the MRE IMAS, including:

How to support the coordination of MRE and the dissemination of public
information;
How to implement risk education and training projects;
How to undertake community mine action liaison; and
What elements should be considered to implement effective MRE projects
in emergencies.

The primary aim of these Guidebooks is to provide practical advice, tools
and guidance to undertake MRE programmes that are compliant with IMAS.
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They are also meant to provide a framework for a more predictable, systematic
and integrated approach to risk education, and are intended for use by anyone
engaged in planning, managing or evaluating mine risk education programmes
and projects, such as government ministries, mine action centres, United Nations
agencies and bodies, and local and international organisations. Donors may also
find them useful in assessing proposals for mine risk education projects and
programmes.

But while the Guidebooks seek to provide practical advice for the design,
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of programmes and projects, they
remain general in nature and will need to be adapted to each new situation in its
specific cultural and political context. UNICEF and the GICHD hope that they
will prove a useful tool in making mine risk education more effective and efficient.

In addition to being distributed in hard copy, the Best Practice Guidebooks
can be downloaded free of charge from the Internet at
www.mineactionstandards.org as well as the GICHD website www.gichd.ch and
the UNICEF website www.unicef.org.
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Introduction

Introduction to the Series

According to the IMAS, the term “mine risk education” refers to “activities
which seek to reduce the risk of injury from mines and ERW by raising awareness and
promoting behavioural change, including public information dissemination, education
and training, and community mine action liaison.”1 MRE is one of the five components
of mine action. The others are: demining (i.e. mine and explosive remnants of
war [ERW] survey, mapping, marking and clearance); victim assistance,
including rehabilitation and reintegration; advocacy against the use of anti-
personnel landmines; and stockpile destruction.2

The first two editions of the IMAS — in 1997 and 2000 — did not include
MRE-specific standards and guides. In 2000, the United Nations Mine Action
Service, the focal point for mine-related activities within the UN system, requested
UNICEF to develop international standards for MRE. UNMAS is the office within
the UN Secretariat responsible for the development and maintenance of
international mine action standards. UNICEF is the primary actor within the
UN in undertaking mine risk education.

In October 2003, UNICEF completed a set of seven MRE standards, which
were formally adopted as IMAS in June 2004. The seven standards are as follows:

IMAS 07.11: Guide for the management of mine risk education;
IMAS 07.31: Accreditation of mine risk education organisations and
operations;
IMAS 07.41: Monitoring of mine risk education programmes and

projects;
IMAS 08.50: Data collection and needs assessment for mine risk
education;
IMAS 12.10: Planning for mine risk education programmes and projects;
IMAS 12.20:  Implementation of mine risk education programmes and
projects; and
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IMAS 14.20: Evaluation of mine risk education programmes and
projects.

To facilitate the implementation of the MRE standards in the field, in 2004
UNICEF contracted the Geneva International Centre for International Demining
to develop a series of best practice guidebooks for MRE programmes and projects.3

The following 12  Best Practice Guidebooks have been developed:
1: An Introduction to Mine Risk Education;
2: Data Collection and Needs Assessment;
3: Planning;
4: Public Information Dissemination;
5: Education and Training;
6: Community Mine Action Liaison;
7: Monitoring;
8: Evaluation;
9: Emergency Mine Risk Education;
10: Coordination;
11: The Collected IMAS on Mine Risk Education; and
12: Glossary of Terms and Resources.

The Best Practice Guidebooks seek to address the particular needs of MRE as
an integral part of mine action. Each Guidebook is intended to serve as a stand-
alone document, although some include cross-references to other Guidebooks or
to other sources.

Introduction to Guidebook 9

This Guidebook, number 9 of the Series, provides advice on how to conduct
MRE in an emergency situation. An emergency is generally defined as a situation
that is: a) unforeseen, b) has serious consequences, and which c) requires
immediate action or attention. UNICEF defines an emergency as “any situation
in which the lives and well-being of children are at such risk that extraordinary action,
i.e. urgently required action beyond that routinely provided, must be mobilised to ensure
their survival, protection and well-being”.

Emergencies may be created by natural or technological disasters, epidemics
or conflicts. A common feature of most definitions is that of a severe disruption
of family life and community services that overwhelms the normal coping
capacities of the affected people and society. For the purposes of this Guidebook,
we are focusing on conflict-related emergencies.4 Some UN agencies refer to these
as humanitarian crises in a country, region or society where there is significant
or total breakdown of authority resulting from internal or external conflict and
which requires an international response that extends beyond the mandate or
capacity of any single agency.

One of the typical features of any emergency is the uprooting and
displacement of people — these are especially high-risk factors when a country
or region is contaminated with landmines (and, although arguably to a lesser
extent, unexploded ordnance — UXO — or abandoned explosive ordnance —
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AXO). The situation in Kosovo in 1999 was a good example of such an emergency
and despite considerable efforts to conduct mine risk education prior to return,
the level of casualties among returnees from mines and ERW,5 especially
submunitions, was significant.

Layout of the Guidebook

Section 1 of the Guidebook discusses some of the key issues governing the
conduct of MRE in an emergency and provides summary guidelines on how to
conduct MRE in an emergency in 10 steps.

Section 2 looks at the importance of conducting a needs assessment (albeit
in an abridged version) prior to designing interventions. Guidebook 2 covers the
issue of needs assessment in detail. It also stresses the need to plan your emergency
MRE intervention based on that needs assessment, for example through the use
of the logical framework approach. Guidebook 3 covers the issue of planning in
greater detail.

Section 3 describes key issues to consider when implementing emergency
MRE.

The three annexes to the Guidebook, respectively, include an emergency
MRE assessment framework, provide a suggested mine/ERW casualty reporting
form, and set out the main obligations under international law to provide MRE
in conflict and post-conflict situations.

A glossary of abbreviations and acronyms, the IMAS definition of key terms,
and a selected bibliography and list of resources for all the Best Practice Guidebooks
in the Series can be found in Best Practice Guidebook 12.

Introduction

Endnotes
1 IMAS 04.10, Second Edition, 1 January 2003 (as amended on 1 December 2004), 3.157.
2 Ibid., 3.147.
3  For the purpose of the IMAS and these Guidebooks, a project is defined as an activity, or
series of connected activities, with an agreed objective. A project will normally have a finite
duration and a plan of work. An MRE programme is defined as a series of related MRE
projects in a given country or area.
4 The term “complex emergency” entered UN usage toward the end of the 1980s. Countries in
“complex emergencies” are defined as countries with armed conflicts affecting large civilian
populations through direct violence, forced displacement and food scarcity, resulting in
malnutrition, high morbidity and mortality.
5 ERW — explosive remnants of war — are defined under international law as including
AXO and UXO.
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1. What MRE is appropriate
for an emergency?

1.1 The goal of MRE in an emergency

The primary goal of emergency MRE is to provide clear warnings about the
explosive threat to as many people as possible in order to raise their awareness of
the danger and to give them basic safety messages on how to minimise the risks.
Particular target audiences include refugees and internally displaced persons
(IDPs), and will typically cover landmines, unexploded ordnance (UXO) and,
possibly, abandoned ordnance (AXO).

In an emergency post-conflict situation, due to time constraints and lack
of accurate data, public information dissemination is often the most practical
means of communicating safety information to reduce risk. Public information
dissemination seeks to reduce the risk of injury from mines and ERW by raising
awareness of the risk to individuals and communities, and by promoting
behavioural change. It is primarily a one-way form of communication transmitted
through mass media, such as TV or radio spots, leaflets, posters, billboards,
presentations — any medium that may provide relevant information and advice
in a cost-effective and timely manner. (See Guidebook 4 for further information on
public information dissemination.)

Public information dissemination projects may be “stand alone” MRE projects
that are implemented independently, and often in advance of other mine action
activities. They have the primary objective of reaching as many people as possible
within the shortest possible time with messages and advice on dangers and the
correct behaviour to be adopted. But a public information dissemination project
is only a temporary stop-gap measure and every effort should be made to
evolve a comprehensive MRE programme as soon as possible.

1.2 Ten steps to providing MRE in an emergency

The following 10 steps are suggested as an overriding framework for an
emergency MRE intervention. They are in the order in which they should be
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carried out. (This does not, however, exclude the possibility of skipping one or
two of them to get things moving — so long as you come back later to fill in the
gaps.)

1. Assess the situation.
2. Determine the key messages you will use.
3. Select your communication approach.
4. Make your programme as participatory as you can and move to a full

MRE programme as soon as you can.
5. Train your staff for project implementation and monitoring.
6. “ Mini” field-test the messages and the communication approach.
7. Keep your warnings simple.
8. Establish procedures for reporting accidents as well as mines and

munitions that civilians come across.
9. Report on what you’ve done.
10. Learn from your successes and your mistakes.
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2. Assessing and planning
emergency MRE

This section looks at the importance of carrying out even an abridged needs
assessment for MRE in an emergency and then developing a project or programme
plan based on this assessment. A suggested emergency MRE assessment
framework is included in Annex 1. This covers mainly points 1 to 3 of our 10-
step emergency framework, i.e.:

1. Assessing the situation.
2. Determining key messages you will use.
3. Selecting your communication approach.

2.1 MRE needs assessment in an emergency

Even in an emergency there’s still some time to assess and plan to meet the
specific needs of the civilian population.

Of course, time is limited in an emergency and the pressure to “do
something” is intense. But even taking a little time to plan warnings activities
will pay dividends.

 There is no excuse, even in a fully-fledged emergency, for not taking a few
minutes to try to find the answers (as best you can) to a few basic questions to
help you design a professional MRE project.

Begin by finding out what is the threat actually being faced. Although
unexploded artillery shells or mines dominate the threat in one part of the country,
other areas might be affected by different types of ordnance, such as cluster
munitions.

Try to learn who is really at risk. Everyone equally? Stable communities as
much as the displaced or nomadic communities? Urban as well as suburban or
rural communities? Children as well as adults?

Study how people pass on information to each other. Think about what will
be most effective and consult people who come from the local culture who,
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inevitably, know more than you.
Although it may be difficult, it is normally possible to involve some

representatives of the affected communities in the planning for an emergency
MRE project (especially in a refugee situation). This will strengthen the relevance
and effectiveness of the programme and help to avoid cultural and linguistic
mistakes that have often plagued MRE in the past.

So, in sum, try to find out as much as you can in response to three key
questions:

1. What is the threat actually being faced? What type(s) of explosive
devices are injuring or killing people? What is the geographic area
affected and what is the population’s access to the area? Is the problem
different in different areas of the country?

2. Who is really at risk? Who is moving in the affected areas? Adults
or children (or both)? Men or women (or both)? Are incidents
prevalent among certain occupations? Are settled, displaced or
nomadic populations at particular risk? What are common behaviours
and beliefs that lead to incidents? Are dangerous areas known and/
or marked as dangerous?

3. How do people pass on information to each other? Think about what
will be most effective and consult local people. What means do the
authorities normally use to convey information to the public? Are TV/
radio messages, newspapers, printed material or information sessions
equally effective and efficient or should one be preferred?

Targeting the specific information needs of different target audiences is
desirable, but in this emergency phase, you may have to generalise and just get
the main messages across to as large a population as possible in the shortest
possible time. But don’t be tempted to skip this first step altogether: even a little
time spent investigating and reflecting will pay dividends.

2.2 Planning an emergency MRE intervention

Setting up a full MRE programme takes time, which is why most
emergency projects are started as soon as possible, rather than waiting for a
fully-fledged education programme. As stated earlier, public information
dissemination has the primary objective of reaching as many people as possible
within the shortest possible time with messages and advice on the dangers
and appropriate behaviour.

Of course, the more time and money you have, the better you can target
those at risk. In any event, as soon as possible after launching a warnings
programme it should be the ultimate aim to change it to a full MRE programme.
This issue should already be taken into account when beginning to plan and
implement the emergency project.

2.2.1 Determine the key messages

To design the key messages for your emergency MRE:
Use information coming from the field, if any is available;
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Analyse the results of your assessment;
Interview refugees or the displaced on the explosive threat; and, of course,
Talk to the military who are or have been using mines and munitions.

But remember: civilians do not need to be able to identify all the different
types of mines and munitions and their fusing mechanisms in order to protect
themselves effectively.

For the non-expert, most military munitions are simply lumped together
under the term “mine” or “bomb”. What is important is not detailed technical
information, such as whether the danger in question comes from a bounding
fragmentation mine or a rocket-propelled grenade, but the dangers that may
arise if any explosive items are disturbed.

A lot of time in MRE programmes is wasted on materials that show dozens
of different types of ordnance, with little benefit to the civilian population.
Sometimes, they have even tempted children into trying to collect the different
items in order to get “a set”!

Efforts should concentrate on giving civilians useful information about how
to prevent death or injury and what to do if they encounter abandoned or
unexploded ordnance. If, however, specific munitions are to be illustrated on
any materials, they should at least be life-size, the correct shape and colour and
preferably depicted in situ.

Do not copy material from another context! You can, if absolutely necessary,
use it for inspiration, but even this approach has dangers as the temptation to
copy may be too strong.

Make use of in-country resources as much as you can, for example, by using
local artists and designers.

When formulating the messages:
Make sure the messages are relevant;
Use words that attract the eye and are catchy (i.e. slogans, rhymes and
wordplays all make it easier to remember the messages);
Make sure the language used is simple (i.e. short words and short
sentences are better than long ones);
Be aware of what is socially, culturally and religiously appropriate;
Avoid using a dialect that could be misunderstood if the messages end
up in the wrong location/community.

So, for example, don’t say:
“Explosive remnants of war can be hazardous or fatal and should be avoided. It is

forbidden to move closer to them...”
Say: “Military objects are dangerous and can kill you! Do not approach! Report

any objects you find to the police.”

2.2.2 Select the communication approach

As important as it is to have good printed material and well-made radio/
TV spots, it is also crucial to have a plan for how the messages should be
communicated. Establish a plan of action for communication with the target
audience. This plan could be made in a simple matrix:

2. Assessing and planning emergency MRE
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Target group Main message Media to be used Time frame Responsible body

Emergency MRE is not all about posters and T-shirts with safety messages
on them.

There is no generic formula for the communication media to be used to reach
the target population. It is ALL context-dependent. But there are a few lessons to
be heeded.

First, so-called “small media” like posters and leaflets and T-shirts are
relatively expensive and reach a small audience, who has to be able to read the
language(s) on them.

Second, research has shown that local or community radio (and television
where there is access to it) is one of the most underused resources in MRE.

Third, a mix of communication channels (mass media, small media,
traditional media and interpersonal communication — people talking to each
other) is always best.

Fourth, over the long-term positive messages (indicating action that can be
taken to keep oneself alive and well, such as “Stay on the safe path”) are better
than negative messages (“Don’t touch!”).

Don’t just adapt materials from another context. What has “worked” in
one place will not necessarily work in another.  This is a very common error in
MRE. Pressure to do something leads to what can only be termed laziness — and
this laziness may be at best less effective and at worst dangerous.

So, if you decide to design any materials for your warnings programme,
start from scratch using local expertise as far as possible and on the basis of
whatever knowledge you have, however limited it may be. It’s not that time-
consuming, it just needs a little thought and organisation.

And remember that slogans are not easily translated into the local language.

2.2.3 The logic of logical framework analysis

Any planning process — even amid the pressures of a complex emergency
— involves setting the overall objective of the programme or project, and then
setting a series of enabling objectives and activities to achieve them. Each activity
should contribute to achieving a specific objective; and for each activity planned,
it should be clearly stated what inputs (resources) are required and the expected
outputs. Measurable indicators and sources for verification should be established
for assessing the achievement of each enabling objective. Plan for a full MRE
programme from the first day!

One common tool for planning is through the use of logical framework
analysis. The logical framework is used to promote good project design, by
analysing and clearly stating the different components of a project. (The use of
the LFA is discussed in greater detail in Guidebook 3.) It allows the presentation
of planned activities to be clearly presented (in a framework format) to relevant
stakeholders. The LFA tool is a summary of the project planners’ thoughts on:
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The broad goal, specific objectives, planned outputs, and required inputs
for a project (or programme);
How the project objectives are aligned with those of the next “highest”
system (e.g. the link between an MRE project and the national MRE
programme);
The feedback mechanism required to see if outputs are effective in
promoting the desired objective; and
The principal social, economic, and other assumptions on which the
project is based.

Logical frameworks make clear statements about what you want to achieve,
how you will achieve it, what you will need and what factors might affect your
project. The logical framework itself is a matrix with — in the most common
variant — four columns and four rows, as depicted below:

Intervention Verifiable Means of Critical
logic indicators  verification assumptions

Overall Project goal(s) How we will tell if How we can obtain What external
objectives the goal is being  the data on the factors will

promoted? left. influence whether
the goal is
achieved?

Project purpose Project Purpose(s)How we will tell if How we can obtain What external
the purpose is the data on the left. factors will
being achieved? influence whether

the purpose is
achieved?

Outputs Planned outputs How we will tell if How we can obtain What external
the outputs have the data on the left. factors will
been produced? influence whether

the outputs are
produced?

Inputs/activities Inputs/activities How we will verify Who will provide Pre-conditions
required the required the data on the needed before

inputs have been left? start of project.
received?

2.2.4 A results-based LFA for emergency MRE

Let us say an emergency MRE project is seeking to facilitate the safe return
of 10,000 internally displaced persons (IDPs) to their communities. The project’s
planned output is returnees informed about the dangers of mines and ERW and
“mine-safe” behaviour and its principal objective (or purpose) is to have 10,000
people return and sustain themselves in their home communities.

It is quite conceivable that the project could deliver the planned outputs but
still fail to achieve its purpose because, say, warfare resumed in that region or
contamination is so severe and the return so spontaneous that significant casualties
are almost inevitable. The project design is based on the assumption that peace
will prevail in the region, and that assumption may not hold true.

2. Assessing and planning emergency MRE
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A “performance management” or “results-based” summary of the project
logic might look as follows:

Project logic Results sought Verification Assumptions

Goal: Returnees return Impact: No more than Indicators that the goal Key assumptions
safely to their home 3 in 10,000 returnees has been (is being)
communities. falling victim to mines achieved.

or ERW in a one-year
period following return.

Purpose: To allow Outcome: No more Indicators that the
refugees to return than 5 of 10,000 IDPs outcome has been
safely to their home fall victim to mines or (is being) achieved.
villages. ERW in returning to at

least 50 villages.

Inputs: Funds, Outputs: At least 8,000 Indicators that the
identification of MRE IDPs informed about outputs have been
volunteers or agents, the danger of mines delivered and that
development of a and ERW and mine- inputs have been used
training curriculum, safe behaviour prior to efficiently in producing
preparation of radio return. outputs.
and TV warnings.

In sum, a project plan for emergency MRE needs to address the following
issues and questions:

Project goal
What is the overall problem the project will contribute to solving?
How will the contribution be measured?
What are the risks to contributing to the goal?

Project purpose
What will be the project’s direct effect and impact?
How will this help solve the overall problem?
How will the impact be measured?
What are the risks, what might affect our project?
How will the impact be sustained?

 Project outputs
What will the project produce, change or deliver?
How will the project make these?
How can the outputs be measured?
What are the risks?

Project inputs
What is going to be done to achieve the outputs?
What will we need to achieve the outputs: what equipment, staff,
services, and money?
What things outside of our control do we need?
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3. How to implement MRE
in an emergency

Following our suggested 10-step framework for emergency MRE (Section
1.2), you now have the basis of your project plan. It’s now time to implement
points 4 to 10:

4. Make your programme as participatory as you can and move to a full
MRE programme as soon as you can.

5. Train your staff for project implementation and monitoring.
6. “Mini ” field-test the messages and the communication approach.
7. Keep your warnings simple.
8. Establish procedures for reporting accidents as well as mines and ERW

that civilians come across.
9. Report on what you’ve done.
10. Learn from your successes and your mistakes.

Make your programme as participatory as you can
If possible, some interactive/participatory (two-way) communication

techniques should be used in a small-scale warnings campaign. This can later be
developed once a full MRE project or programme replaces the warning campaign.
Remember, the more people are actively involved in the programme, the more
likely they are to follow your advice.

Presentations: These can sometimes be more of a one-way communication
approach, but we strongly encourage using professional teachers or actors to
convey the messages in an interactive way. This can either be done through
traditional methods (i.e. songs, dances, theatre, public story telling, puppet
theatre) or by teaching activities at schools and other public places (e.g. community
meetings, religious meetings ).

Community networks: These are commonly part of a long-term approach,
but can easily be developed by training information resources in the local
community (e.g. teachers, community leaders, religious leaders). This normally
builds on person-to-person communication to ensure the best results.
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Curriculum activities: For a government-run warning campaign it is simple
to ensure that the messages and activities are included into the national
educational curriculum. This is not only effective in reaching the younger
generations but can also reach parents, as children get assignments to carry safety
information home and report on the local ERW situation back to the classroom.

Move to a full MRE programme as soon as you can!

Train your staff
Do not forget to train your staff properly. MRE personnel need to know:

The threats posed by mines and ERW;
The impact of these weapons on people’s lives;
Basic first aid for mine or ERW victims;
How to discuss with — rather than just talk at — community members;
The need to monitor the implementation of the project; and
Basic mine action coordination mechanisms.

So train your staff to ensure that they understand, at a minimum:
Basic communication techniques;
How to field test planned messages and the communication approach;
How to monitor the situation on the ground as it evolves;
Why they should not talk about how mines or ERW technically work;
and
Procedures for reporting dangerous areas and incidents involving mines
or ERW.

“Mini” field-test  the messages and the communication approach
Field-testing procedures normally take some time but even if time is very

limited a “mini” field-test should always be carried out before programme
activities are actually launched.

Select a sample group from the intended target population representing the
geographical areas, different social levels in society, gender, age, religions, etc.
This group will then see/listen to media spots, as well as read the printed materials.
Information will then be gathered on:

How the group actually comprehends the messages, and
How they like the material/approaches.

By this simple exercise you can identify problems in the messages and
approach chosen — and make adjustments. The testing procedure should be
repeated following changes of the messages/approaches.

Keep warnings simple
Typically, public information dissemination uses primarily one-way

communication channels, such as mass media and small media items. General
rules for the use of media are:

Keep it short and concise — don’t confuse your audience with too much
information;
Use simple, straightforward language;
Offer specific, practical advice;
Organise the information clearly and logically; and
Repeat the information.
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Avoid fancy design companies and complicated production procedures. The
simple aim is to get the information to the target audience as soon as possible.

Channels and procedures typically used by the authorities for public
information are probably the best option, as everyone involved will know how it
is “normally” done. If TV and radio are to be used, the best option is to use well-
known newsreaders to give warning messages, rather than unknown actors.

NEVER show images or footage of someone touching mines or ERW.
REMEMBER that one of the basic messages is: “Bombs or grenades should

never be touched — they may explode and kill or maim you!”
A few specific suggestions follow.
TV/Radio spots: A mix of different stations is normally the best as different

people watch/listen to different stations. It is good, however, to make use of as
much local media as possible for local adaptation of warning messages as well as
language. This might be the only information means possible for some target
audiences, in occupied territories for example.

Handouts: Leaflets can easily be printed in large quantities and distributed
either by the national postal service or through community networks. It is
important, however, to keep in mind that this information will only be effective
if the population feels attracted to read it and actually understands the information
it gives.

Public announcements: Billboards and posters along roads and in urban
areas are other passive information carriers that can be used. Again, it’s important
that the message is clear, comprehensible, relevant and visible to the target
audience.

Establish reporting procedures for victims and devices
When the population starts to receive information and warnings about the

dangers they will  need to be able to report on what they have seen. This may be
an accident involving mines or ERW (see Appendix 2 for a sample mine/ERW casualty
reporting form) or simply observing the presence of explosive devices. Decisions
therefore have to be taken on reporting procedures so that the authorities can
deal with the explosive threat as soon as possible.

Using already established reporting channels (e.g. emergency phone
numbers) is obviously preferable, otherwise it may be necessary to establish a
special report line with a simple telephone number. This has been done in a
number of affected countries, such as Croatia and Lebanon. Where there is no
access to a phone local authorities or police should normally be the first point of
contact.

Staff taking calls on these numbers must receive basic training on what to
do with the information and what advice to give to the caller. This could be a
simple set of questions to be asked (e.g. What is the problem? location? quantity
of explosive devices? proximity to inhabited areas? known incidents?).

At the same time, an initial decision will have to be taken on which authority
or authorities are to be tasked to deal with future clearance (i.e. military units,
civil defence, police).

Report on what you’ve done
Setting up an efficient reporting system to follow what has been achieved,

3. How to implement MRE in an emergency
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for what target audience, and in what geographical area will greatly benefit the
emergency project, especially if and when it evolves into a MRE programme. It
also helps to integrate your project into the national mine action programme.
Reports will also serve as good information sources when reporting to media
and donors.

Speak to the military about public information dissemination.
It is essential that the military and humanitarian organisations talk to each

other. To the maximum extent, therefore, actors involved in providing any form
of MRE should share all the information they have on the threat and their response
to it and coordinate their activities.

If a national or regional mine action centre is functioning, this body will be
responsible for operational coordination of all MRE. They may have a mine action
database, such as the IMSMA (Information Management System for Mine Action)
in which case, all actors should contribute to it — and consult it.

Learn from your mistakes and your successes
If we properly monitor the evolution of the emergency project or programme

and the way it is being implemented, it is also possible to see if the messages and
communication approach chosen are appropriate and effective.

Are you reaching the people you want to reach?
Are they understanding your advice?
Are they following it?
If not, why not…?

It is important to look at both the failures and the successes of the programme.
When the programme is government-run it should be possible to use the same
function as public media organisations use to monitor the population’s opinions
(e.g. Ministry of Information research departments, polling companies, etc.).

Try to evaluate the effectiveness of the warnings you provide.
Every programme needs evaluating and we all need to learn from our

successes as well as our failures. Too often, programmes launch into the
production of expensive materials before knowing whether they are (a) needed,
(b) appropriate, and (c) effective. Again, a little time and effort will pay dividends.

Many MRE organisations have moved to evaluate their programmes more
systematically. Some, such as Handicap International or the International
Committee of the Red Cross, have even posted the results on the Internet so that
others can learn from their experiences.

Other measures to be taken...
In addition to the warnings issued via the media, look also at the possibilities

of:
Posting warning signs close to dangerous areas;
Fencing dangerous areas; and
Patrolling certain dangerous areas for the safety of the population.
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assessment.

A. The explosive threat to the civilian population

Which of the following pose a threat to the civilian population?
Anti-personnel mines?
Anti-vehicle mines?
Cluster bomblets (also called submunitions)?
Other unexploded ordnance (UXO)?
Abandoned stockpiles of munitions (AXO)?
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs)?

Where is the threat known or suspected?

Does the threat vary from region to region or is it broadly the same throughout
the country?

What is the level of access to the affected areas? (security, logistics and
infrastructure)

B. The impact on the civilian population
of the explosive threat

Using available victim data, who is most affected by mines and ERW? (broken
down by age, sex, occupation, activity at time of accident, level of knowledge
about the danger, if known)

Have people been displaced internally or across an international border by
the conflict or other emergency?

Are IDPs or refugees believed to be intending to return to affected areas?

Annex 1.
An emergency MRE assessment framework
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What facilities are available to treat the victims? (e.g. casualty evacuation,
first aid, surgical care, physical rehabilitation centres)

C. Existing capacities to provide mine risk education

Is there an existing mine action coordination structure?

Who is already implementing mine action?

Who is providing MRE to those at risk?

Who are they targeting, where and why?

Who else could do so? (e.g. organisations involved in HIV/AIDS awareness
or organisations providing emergency relief)

Who is providing assistance to mine or ERW victims?

How do people pass on information to each other? (if possible, break this
down by target group)
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Annex 2.
A sample mine/ERW casualty reporting form

Annexes
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MINE/ERW CASUALTY REPORT — DESCRIPTION

A. PURPOSE

The Mine/ERW Casualty Report is designed to record cases of human casualties of mines
and Explosive Remnants of War, in conflict and post-conflict situations. The purpose of the
report is to inform the development of humanitarian mine and ERW risk education, advocacy
and clearance activities, and casualty assistance activities.
One casualty report should be completed for each mine/ERW casualty, and returned to the
central database office no later than the end of each month.
All questions should be completed. If a question is missed for any reason an explanation
should be attached on a separate piece of paper.

B. DEFINITIONS

Mine: munition designed to be placed under, on or near the ground or other surface area and
to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person, animal or a vehicle.
Mines may be detonated by the action of its target, remotely activated, by the passage of time,
or by any other means known or unknown.
ERW — Explosive remnants of war: abandoned ordnance (AO), unexploded ordnance (UXO),
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and booby-traps.

Abandoned ordnance (AO): munitions that have not been used and are no longer in the
control of any particular armed group. AO could include mortars, grenades, bombs,
rockets, bullets, artillery shells and so on, which have been abandoned in the course
of fighting or at the end of the conflict.
Unexploded ordnance (UXO): munitions that have been fired, thrown, dropped or
launched but have failed to detonate as intended. UXO includes artillery and mortar
shells, fuses, grenades, large and small bombs, cluster munitions and their sub
munitions,1 rockets and missiles.
Improvised explosive device(IED): a manually placed explosive device, normally “home-
made ” and adapted in some way to kill, injure, damage property or create terror.
Often UXO or abandoned munitions are modified to construct IEDs.
Booby-trap: an explosive device deliberately placed to cause casualties when an
apparently harmless object is disturbed or a normally safe act is performed, like
opening a door or turning on a television. Booby traps are often common objects
found in unusual settings — they are out of place.

ERW may be detonated by the action of its target, remotely activated, by the passage of time,
or by any other means known or unknown.
Casualty: Any human who sustains, directly or indirectly, a fatal or non-fatal mine or ERW
injury in [specify area], from [specify date] to the present.
Included are individuals injured inside [area], but from other areas.
The definition excludes injuries from guns.

C. REPORT EXPLANATIONS

Title. Serial No: a unique number or code given to each report. This code is given by the
database manager and not the data collector.
Box. OFFICE USE: indicates the date the report was received in the database office, who
checked the report, who entered the report data into the data base and who checked data
entry. This section is to be completed by the data base office manager, not the data gatherer.
Question 1. Person collecting the information: The name, address and agency of the person
completing this report.
Question 2. Place of interview: the address or name of the place where the interview took
place and the report was completed. If the place is a private home the address of the home

Annexes
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should be given. If it is a hospital or other medical facility, the name and address of the
facility should be recorded.
Question 3. Date of interview: the date the interview took place, by day, month and year.
Question 4. Person giving the information: the name and address of the person giving the
information to the person collecting the information, and their relationship to the casualty.
Question 5. Casualty name: the full name of the casualty. If the casualty is known by other
names (nicknames) these should be recorded.
Question 6. Sex: the sex of the casualty, male or female.
Question 7. Current address: the place where the casualty currently lives, if applicable. If the
casualty has died or has no current address, write Not Applicable and give explanation.
Question 8. Address at time of accident: the place where the casualty lived at the time of the
accident. Complete this section if the address is different from the address given in question
7.
Question 9. Date of birth: the date of birth of the casualty. If the casualty’s full date of birth is
not known, record what is known, for example, the month and year. If any information is
missing, write Unknown.
Question 10. Family status: record if the casualty is single (not yet married, divorced or a
widow/widower) or married. Indicate if the casualty has children and the number of children.
Indicate if the casualty is the head of household, meaning they are or were the primary
source of income for the family. The purpose of this question is to identify families that may
be financially affected by the death or injury of the casualty.
Question 11. Occupation at the time of accident: indicate what occupation the casualty had
at the time of the accident. If their occupation is not indicated in one of the check boxes, check
other and specify what their occupation was.
Question 12. Occupation at time of interview: indicate the current occupation of the casualty.
If the casualty died, write died; if the occupation is the same as at the time of the accident
write same
Question 13. Date of accident: the date the accident took place, by day, month and year. If
any part of the date is unknown write unknown above the section that is unknown, but
complete the parts of the date that are known. For example, if the day is unknown, write the
month and year.
Question 14. Time of accident: indicate the time of day the accident took place: morning,
afternoon, evening and night. Night includes the hours of darkness. Morning includes sunrise.
Evening includes sunset.
Question 15. Where did the accident take place: indicate if the accident took place in a rural
or urban area, then whether the accident occurred in a field, building, on a road, and so on,
in that area. A rural area is an area used for farming or agricultural activities. Rural areas
include undeveloped areas such as forests or deserts. Rural areas may also include small
communities. Urban areas are situated in large towns, cities or large villages.
Question 16. Name of village or closest village to accident site: if the accident happened in
a town or village, write the name and details of the village or town. If the accident happened
outside of a town or village, write the name and details of the closest village or town to the
accident site.
Question 17. Distance of accident site from centre of village: indicate the approximate
distance of the accident from the centre of the town or village given in question 16. The centre
of the town or village is usually indicated by a central market, a town square, a church,
mosque or religious temple of some sort. If the centre can not be easily identified give the
distance from a well known landmark and indicate the landmark in the report.
Question 18. Did the casualty know the area was dangerous: sometimes an area is known
to a community as being mined or contaminated with ERW. Indicate if the casualty knew the
area was mined or contaminated with ERW.
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Question 19. If they knew the area was dangerous why did they go there: indicate the
primary reason why the casualty entered the dangerous area:

Economic necessity: this should be checked if the dangerous area is located in a
place essential for the economic activities of the casualty or community. This could
include a private field, a fishing area, a water point, area for collecting wood, hunting
and so on.
No other access: this shows that the dangerous area must be crossed in order to
access another area. This could include a road or path that is mined, and no other
road or path is available to use.
Unknown: if no reason for entering is given or if the reason is unknown, check
Unknown.
Other: if the casualty entered the area for some other reason check other and specify
the reason.

Question 20. How often did the casualty go to the area: indicate if the casualty had never
been to the area before, went there often or a few times.
Question 21. Was there any mine clearance in the area: indicate if mine clearance had taken
place at the time of the accident or prior to the accident. Indicate who undertook the mine
clearance.
If mine clearance has taken place since the accident check No.
Question 22. Was the accident site marked as dangerous: indicate if the area was marked as
dangerous at the time of the accident. Marking could include official mine warning or
dangerous area signs, such as those used by the military, government, or demining NGOs.
Markings could also be unofficial signs erected by the local population to warn others.
If the accident area was marked as dangerous after the accident check No.
Question 23. Did the casualty receive mine risk education before the accident: indicate if
the casualty had received formal training or attended some presentation about the dangers
of mines and ERW before the accident.
If the casualty received mine risk education after the accident check No.
Question 24. Approximate direction of accident from village centre: indicate the direction
of the accident from the location given in question 16. Check one of the boxes around the
picture of the compass.
Question 25. What type of device caused the accident: indicate the explosive munition that
caused the injuries.
Question 26. What was the casualty doing when the accident occurred: indicated the activity
of the casualty at the time of the accident:

Playing recreation: includes activities like sport, games, picnic, taking a recreational
walk. Excludes playing with a mine or any ERW.
Hunting: includes livelihood activities — hunting for food or sale — but may also
include recreational hunting.
Gathering food: includes livelihood activities — finding foot to eat or sell — but may
include recreational food gathering such as children picking fruit.
Fishing: excludes fishing with mines or ERW.
Collecting water
Demining: Official demining by the army, government or non-governmental
organisation. Demining excludes local demining, otherwise known as village or
spontaneous demining.
Military activity: includes fighting (combat), or any other activity in support of the
fighting, such as transporting supplies, delivering ammunition, and so on.
Construction: Includes construction of a building, roads, public utilities such as
water and electrical systems.
Housework: Includes activities like cleaning or painting the house, washing clothes,
sweeping and so on.
Going to the toilet
Watching others tamper with mine or ERW

Annexes
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Tampering with mine/ERW: This excludes any activity associated with official
demining activities or military activities, like preparing munitions for use. Tampering
may be to move the device, dismantle or destroy it – associated with village demining.
Other reasons for tampering with a mine or ERW may be to extract the explosives or
metal for use or sale. Tampering may also be out of simple curiosity. For example, the
casualty may not know what the device is an out of curiosity picks it up and attempts
to open it.
Collecting wood
Travelling: this includes travel by motorised vehicle (car, bus, truck, motorcycle), on
foot or by bicycle, by animal or animal cart.
Passing/standing near: this indicates people are injured as they pass or are standing
near others who have an accident, but have no part in the accident. If the casualty
was passing or standing near, indicate what caused the accident, by referring to list
of causes.
Other: specify

Question 27. Who activated the mine/ERW: indicate if the mine/ERW exploded through
some act of the casualty by someone else, or through some other means, such as the passage
of time, or an object accidentally striking the mine/ERW.
If the casualty was travelling in a vehicle driven by someone else, check someone else.
Question 28. From the mine/ERW accident was the casualty (killed, injured): indicate if the
casualty was killed or injured as a result of the mine/ERW explosion. If the casualty died
after the accident but not directly from the accident injuries check injured.
If the casualty died complete questions 29 and 30. If the casualty was injured go to question
31.
Question 29. If the casualty died, how long after the accident did they die: if the casualty
died instantly, at the area of the accident, check Immediately. If the casualty died sometime
after indicate the time in hours, days, weeks or months.
Question 30. Where did the casualty die: indicate the place of death.
Question 31. What injuries did the casualty suffer: indicate the injuries sustained. If the
injuries were multiple, check multiple boxes. Complete this section for casualties who were
injured and those casualties who died from their injuries.
Question 32. What medical care did the casualty receive: indicate the primary medical care
the casualty received, if applicable. Complete this section for casualties who died or were
injured.

None: check this box if the injuries were slight and no medical attention was required,
or if the casualty died instantly from the accident.
Treated self: indicate if the casualty gave medical treatment to him/herself or if s/he
was treated by family members.
Hospital: indicate if the casualty went to a hospital for treatment.
Clinic: indicate if the casualty went to a health clinic for treatment. This includes
small health posts and private doctors.
Community member: indicate if the casualty was treated by someone in the
community. Often this may someone who has received first aid training and may be
a red cross/crescent volunteer.
Traditional doctor: indicate if the casualty received care from a traditional healer in
the community.
Unknown

Question 33. How long before the casualty received medical care: indicate the time from the
accident to the time the casualty received medical care. Please note that this is first medical
care and does not include the first assistance the casualty received, for example, being rescued
from a minefield and being transported to a medical facility.
Question 34. Hospital/clinic name…address: indicate the name and address of the hospital
or clinic the casualty received care.
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Question 35. Does the casualty receive financial/in-kind support: indicate if the casualty
receives financial or other assistance from the government, non-governmental organisation
or from private sources, following the accident. This could include government pensions,
loans, or charity.
Complete question 35 – 39 only for casualties who have become permanently disabled from
their accident.
Question 36. Does the casualty have a prosthesis: indicate if the casualty has a prosthesis,
only for amputees.
Question 37. Does the casualty have a wheelchair: indicate if the casualty has a wheelchair,
only for people with walking difficulties and without other walking aids which are sufficient
to ensure mobility.
Question 38. Does the casualty have other walking aids: indicate if the casualty has crutches,
a walking stick, leg braces or some other walking aids.
Question 39. If the casualty is under 15 is s/he attending school: indicate if disabled children
are attending school or not. Check not applicable if the casualty is over 15.
Question 40. Were others injured/killed in the accident: indicate the number of others who
were injured or killed in the accident. Write their names if they are known, otherwise check
unknown.

Endnote
1 Cluster munitions are canisters containing numerous small explosive devices (sub-
munitions, bomblets or bombies) that open in mid-air, scattering them over a wide area. The
bomblets may be delivered by aircraft, rocket, or by artillery projectiles. They come in a variety
of colours and shapes, many the shape and size of tennis balls or drinking containers.

Annexes
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The Protocol on Explosive Remnants of War

Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War to the Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons (CCW) was adopted in November 2003 after a year of
formal negotiations. Explosive remnants of war (ERW) cover both AXO and UXO
— munitions such as bombs, shells and grenades — but the legal definition
explicitly excludes landmines and booby-traps.

Article 5 of the Protocol requires that States Parties and parties to a conflict
take “all feasible precautions in the territory under their control affected by explosive
remnants of war to protect the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian
objects from the risks and effects of explosive remnants of war”. The article also
provides that such precautions “ may include warnings, risk education to the civilian
population, marking, fencing and monitoring of territory affected by explosive remnants
of war”.

Warnings are defined in the Technical Annex, rather than the body, of the
Protocol: “Warnings are the punctual provision of cautionary information to the civilian
population, intended to minimise risks caused by explosive remnants of war in affected
territories”. The Technical Annex is not legally binding, but gives guidance to the
States Parties on “best practice” in the implementation of their obligations under
the Protocol.

A number of remarks are relevant here. First, the legal obligations under the
Protocol are quite narrow as far as warnings are concerned: they are limited to
territory under the control of a given State Party or party to a conflict. This means
that a State Party bombing the territory of another State Party is not strictly
required to provide warnings except on territory over which it also has control.
There is nothing to prevent it providing warnings in other circumstances, however,
and in a number of instances in the last few years this has occurred.

Second, the obligations are only to take “all feasible precautions” not all
necessary precautions. Feasible precautions are defined in the Protocol as “those
precautions which are practicable or practicably possible, taking into account all

Appendix 3.
Legal obligations to provide MRE in an
emergency
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circumstances ruling at the time, including humanitarian and military considerations”.
This leaves considerable latitude to the States Parties, who should be encouraged
to accord the greatest importance to the humanitarian imperative in reaching
any decision.

Third, warnings are not restricted to information given in advance. Indeed,
Protocol V refers only to the “punctual” provision of cautionary information, which
can therefore be delivered before and/or as soon as possible after the use of
explosive ordnance. (Such information can even, theoretically, be delivered during
a bombing campaign.)

Fourth, Article 4 requires States Parties “to the maximum extent possible and
as far as practicable ” to record and retain information on the use or abandonment
of explosive ordnance, to facilitate risk education and the provision of relevant
information to the party in control of the territory and to civilian populations in
that territory.

Best practice for emergency MRE

The technical annex to the Protocol sets out a number of “best practice elements
of warnings and risk education”. These are included below in bold, with additional
commentary where relevant.

1. All programmes of warnings and risk education should, where
possible, take into account prevailing national and international standards,
including the International Mine Action Standards.

2. Warnings and risk education should be provided to the affected
civilian population which comprises civilians living in or around areas
containing explosive remnants of war and civilians who transit such areas.

Defining the target groups for warnings is one of the starting points for any
effective intervention. In addition to the obvious at-risk groups already living in
affected areas, the displaced, including refugees, often fall victim to explosive
remnants of war. To hope to be effective, warnings should be given prior to, if
possible during, and following return or repatriation.

The return of refugees and/or internally displaced persons could be a planned
activity or spontaneous return decided on by the population themselves.
Regardless, experience has shown that population movements are one of the
main triggering factors for an increase in incidents involving mines or ERW.

There are basically two reasons for this. First, the areas that displaced
populations evacuated are sometimes deserted until their return. If they are, this
means there will be a lack of knowledge about where and when the clashes took
place, what weapons were used and whether there have been any earlier
incidents involving mines or ERW. (Where areas are not entirely deserted, of
course, there may be a reliable local source of knowledge for returnees.)

Second, there is a naturally strong will to investigate the normal habitat.
Even though returning populations may have been warned about possible
dangers and advised to obtain local knowledge about the situation before
approaching their own home, they very often go directly home into their deserted
gardens and houses to see what has happened while they were gone. This very
often results in tragic incidents in the very first days of return.

Annexes
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3. Warnings should be given, as soon as possible, depending on the context
and the information available. A risk education programme should replace a
warnings programme as soon as possible. Warnings and risk education always
should be provided to the affected communities at the earliest possible time.

 4. Parties to a conflict should employ third parties such as international
organisations and non-governmental organisations when they do not have
the resources and skills to deliver efficient risk education.

The best-placed entity to deliver warnings should be assessed on a case-by-
case basis. Some of the issues to consider in reaching a decision on this include
the community’s perception of the militaries involved (e.g. are they considered
impartial or is what they say automatically deemed to be propaganda?), their
expertise in MRE and their logistical set-up. Of course, it may not necessarily be
an either/or situation: the military, civil defence and humanitarian organisations
may all be able to contribute to saving lives and limbs.

It is important to keep the issue of time in mind when deciding who should
be involved. The national authorities (military units, civil defence, etc.) have the
resources and skills to deliver an effective programme in the long run. But
humanitarian organisations can also be usefully involved at the outset of an
emergency or full MRE campaign, as their experience gained in other contexts
may save valuable time and avoid the need to “reinvent the wheel”.

5. Parties to a conflict should, if possible, provide additional resources
for warnings and risk education. Such items might include: provision of
logistical support, production of risk education materials, financial support
and general cartographic information.

One of the best ways of supporting an international organisation conducting
the warnings is to ensure or facilitate access to public information sources without
having to jump through unnecessarily complicated administrative hoops and, if
possible, at no cost. This could be access to broadcasting times on government
media (TV and radio stations), the opportunity to include public announcements
in newspapers or to facilitate delivery of warnings through the national postal
service, and by putting up public warning announcements in public institutions.
In the long run this would also mean that the Ministry of Education would
facilitate the inclusion of warnings and MRE messages in the national educational
curriculum.

Amended Protocol II to the CCW

The obligations laid down in Protocol V follows the logic of those imposed
by Amended Protocol II to the CCW whereby “all feasible precautions” must be
taken to protect civilians from the effects of landmines and booby-traps.

The protocol also requires, however, that “effective advance warning” be given
“of any emplacement” of mines or booby-traps “which may affect the civilian
population, unless circumstances do not permit”. It further obliges parties to the
conflict to record the location of landmines and booby-traps and to take all
necessary and appropriate measures to protect civilians from the effects of these
weapons in areas under their control.
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The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention

The Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention requires that States Parties “in a
position to do so” provide support for “mine awareness” programmes, as part of a
broader framework of international cooperation and assistance. The phrase “in
a position to do so” is not defined in the Convention, but considerable resources
have been allocated to MRE.

In addition, while clearance of anti-personnel mines is ongoing, States Parties
are required to mark and fence affected areas to protect civilians following the
obligations in Amended Protocol II.

Annexes
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